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1. Introduction
"Do you have any religion in your life?
Ifso, do you know what happens and what is next after you die?
"
Most people understand that there vastly different perspectives inherent in Eastern
religions and Western religions. However, understanding a religion that is outside of
one's experience and practice may be only superficial. Religions are intertwined and
expressed with their inherent ideals, and they are closely connected in their philosophies
with their culture and environment.
My thesis is focused on Eastern ideals and philosophies based on the Buddhist
Circle ofLife and the Taoist Nature. I wanted to express Eastern ideals and philosophies
to audiences through the visual and aural process. My previous film. Free Line, was a
collaborative project combining 2D experimental animation and computer-generated
music that created a rhythmical interaction of superimposed geometric forms. I worked
with composer, Christopher Brakel, who is a graduate student at the Eastman Music
School (Rochester, New York). Free Line was the most successful work that I had
produced while at the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), and it inspired me to
continue with experimental work.
For my thesis production I decided to explore and experiment with 3D computer
animation techniques. To make an experimental 3D animation was a great challenge
because there are very few representative experimental works using 3D, and it is also
always a challenge to work outside of the conventions of narrative storytelling. I felt that
using abstract imagery of geometric shapes and forms would be highly suitable for
expressing my ideas and thoughts. And, very importantly, geometric shapes and forms
are more powerful and motivational for understanding the phenomena of Eastern
philosophies and ideals.
2. Shape - Five Basic Objects ofO
A dot, a line, and a circle are the basic elements of the visual imagery in the two-
dimensional (2D) space. 2D images have no depth although they have two-dimensional
perspectives. I love to use geometric shapes and forms for visual imagery when I create
my works. I have always appreciated, admired and been inspired by the works of Cubist
and Symbolist artists. One ofmy greatest challenges in creating O was to find ways to
use 3D computer animation techniques to generate and animate geometric shapes and
forms in a three-dimensional space.
The title ofmy thesis work, O, Circle ofLife has a special meaning. Generally,
when people pronounce the title the first time, they will say O, as in the vowel, "O".
However, the title is a symbol that means the Buddhist Circle ofLife. I need to often
explain and clarify this when discussing the title with others.
The geometric shapes and forms in O are closely related to basic concepts of
Buddhism and Taoism. Images of symbols and their evolving relationships and
expressions in time and space are explored through color, changing patterns, movements,
and metamorphoses. I chose five basic objects as the geometric shapes and forms: a dot, a
line, a plane, a cube, and a sphere. These five geometric objects represent the five Taoist
elements: wood, fire, earth, metal, and water (See Figure 1). These five Taoist elements
are the fundamental components of the Universe, and they are cyclical and interact with
each other. The five elements are also clearly to be associated with Yin and Yang.







wanted to create a cyclical movement
during the development of the geometric
shapes and forms and their transformation
from one to the other. For example, if a dot
moves in one direction, the dot becomes a
line through the dot's track. A plane can
develop from the line in the same process.
A cube and a sphere can be clearly
described by 3D visual imagery. If a rectangular plane is extruded in one direction, the
plane becomes a cube through the plane's track. A sphere is transformed from twisting
the cube. The sphere could be perceived
as a dot again if the viewers look at the
sphere from a distance (See Figure 2).
In the Taoist nurturing cycle,
some materials become ash after fire
burns them. The ash creates earth's
surface. Metal is obtainable from the deep
earth. Water can be held in a metal





trees grow and preserve their nature by watering. If you want bigger and brighter fire,
you need more wood (trees). The five Taoist elements control the balance ofNature, and
each element has the potential force to control the next element. This cyclical sequence
and process represent the flow of energy through the identities of the five Taoist
elements. Each element also possesses inherent meanings about the characteristics and
correspondences of direction in the Universe, meaning the representation of colors,
seasons of the year, and weather or climate (See Table 1). This dynamic process
describes the Buddhist Circle ofLife. Buddhists believe in rebirth after death. This rebirth
connotes transmigration and reincarnation moving from an old body at death to a new
body at birth.
Wood Earth Metal Water Fire
Direction East Center West North South
Planet Jupiter Saturn Venus Mercury Mars
Color Green Yellow White Black/Blue Red
Season Spring Late Summer Autumn Winter Summer
Climate Wind Humid Dry Cold Hot
Time of Day Morning Afternoon Evening Midnight Noon
Process Birth Growth Transformation Harvest Storage
Yin & Yang Yang Yin Yin Very Yin Very Yang
Table 1
Characteristics of the Five Taoist Elements
3. Color
For the color of surfaces on objects and for the background, I used the four
meaningful colors blue, red, white, and black. Blue and red are the colors for the basic
objects, and they are closely related to Yin and Yang in Taoist philosophy. Yin and Yang
represent two phenomena of the natural opposites in the Universe. However, Yin and
Yang are not absolutes, and they mean harmony of opposites and a balanced nature.
Everything in the Universe can be explained
by Yin and Yang, and they are a blended
unity. The two powers make a cyclical
transformation and are complementary, and
they evolve into each other. Therefore, the
Universe depends on the interactive
relationship between Yin and Yang. Yin is
represented by the blue color while Yang is
represented by the red color (See Figure 3).
Yin also represents the characteristics dark, feminine, cool, passive, calm, and
things moving down and in. Yang represents the characteristics bright, masculine, hot,
active, energetic, and things moving up and out (See Table 2). These two complementary
opposites can transfer to each other and be blended with one another. For example, a day
(24 hours) has midnight and noon. The full Yin Moon and Yang Sun mean midnight and
noon respectively, but the flow of time is interacting and changing every second and
minute of every day. For the seasons and earth directions of the Yin and Yang, winter and
Figure 3
Yin and Yang
north are exclusively Yin, and summer and south are exclusively Yang. We can find the
dynamic phenomena of the Yin and Yang in our daily lives and in every environment.
Yin and Yang create a cycle to process a balanced Universe.
In the opening scene ofO , the color blue is
used for the dots, lines, and planes. Almost
imperceptibly, blue suddenly turns to red and the
emerging cubes and spheres are in red color. Blue
and red colors become blended with each other at the
end ofmy thesis work. Black is used for the
background and environment, and the color white is
used sparingly and as a dynamic accent for shift and
change in the animation. For instance, when a
rectangular shape with red color is evolving into the
cube shape, white color appears briefly over the red
rectangle. Another example is the background color
when a full rectangular shape, which looks almost
like some blocks and stairs, is exploded and changes
to a single rectangle. Buddhist scripture seeks to
develop and to purify our minds and thoughts, and
white represents the state of the perfect spirit and of
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The Order ofAge and Five Basic Objects
The visual movement in O is
closely related to the five Taoist elements
and transformations and the Buddhist
Une Infancy Circle ofLife. The five geometric shapes
of the dot, the line, the plane, the cube, and
the sphere mean birth and death, infancy,
youth, maturity, and old age, respectively,
according to the Circle ofLife (See Figure
4). According to Buddhism, we are reborn
again and again until we attain our enlightenment.
For the movement and animation ofO , particles and fluid effects in the
Dynamics of the Maya application were used, and they constituted over half of the
techniques applied in this work. Dynamics was a great challenge to work with. I had to
study Maya's Dynamics for six months even though I had been using Maya for nearly
two years. I felt that Dynamics was the best way to create and to animate the geometric
shapes and forms ofO .
When O begins, a dot grows bigger and is set against a black background. Red
and blue 'spirits', which look like clouds or smoke, enclose the dot (i.e., Birth & Death in
the Circle ofLife
- See Image Set, Image 1-2). The dot clones itself and greatly multiplies
and becomes bigger. While the cloned dots are forming a large sphere shape, the sphere
shape moves back and forth and then suddenly explodes. A couple of dots move in one
direction, and their tracks become lines (i.e., Infancy in the Circle ofLife
- See Image Set,
Image 3-6). Other lines follow these lines into the
'infinite'
space. Horizontal lines of the
cloned dots create a rectangular shape, which then makes a wave. While the rectangular
shape disappears, several planes move forward (i.e., Youth in the Circle ofLife
- See
Image Set, Image 7-9). Planar pieces pass through other planes, and still other planes
extrude out of their surfaces. The planes create a three-dimensional shape, and thus
define the depth of space when the blue color changes to red. After a red stair shape is
exploded, six planes form a red cube (i.e.. Maturity in the Circle ofLife
- See Image Set,
Image 10-12). The more the cube grows, the more the cube is cloning itself. The cloned
cubes form one gigantic cube on a blue and red spirits background. The spirits form a
black hole where there is the gigantic cube contained within. When the gigantic cube
fades away, a dot emits its clones which appear to make a rotating tornado shape. The
cloned dots transform into a geometric cube shape, and then the cube transforms into a
large sphere in a process that resembles atomic fission (i.e., Old Age in the Circle ofLife
- See Image Set, Image 13-16). When the large sphere fades out, the blue and red spirits
reappear. The two spirits are blended together on the black background, and a white spirit
occasionally emerges over the blue and red spirits. This is a return to the essence of the
beginning scene ofO (i.e., Birth & Death in the Circle ofLife
- See Image Set, Image
17-18).

5. Music & Sound
One of the most important goals in the creation ofO was to intertwine the visual
movements and designs with highly responsive musical and sonic gestures and
expressions. Because the visual abstraction in O is represented by the geometric shapes
and forms, the sound and music elements needed to
'harmonize'
with the visual elements
so that both the imagery and the aural components are experienced as interrelated
interdependent, and as one. Therefore, I needed to work with a composer who could
collaborate with me on this concept of oneness of image and music/sound and the
premise ofO.
Christopher Brakel is an amazing composer. He had created the complex and
beautiful computer-generated score for my last collaborative work, Free Line. And when
I asked him to collaborate with me on O
,
he readily agreed. Chris and I are a great team,
and we know each other's style and manner ofworking very well.
Chris and I met several times to discuss the work during the production ofO . At
the first meeting, I introduced the concept ofO and how I thought I would create the
visuals. I also presented idea sketches and some animation samples. During the
production, we sometimes worked back and forth. At our meetings, we brought
progressively developed samples of visuals and music,
and then we would alter our
samples to progressively build our work after each
meeting. Little by little, we developed
and then completed the project. I was so grateful to have worked with Chris. His music
score and my animated imagery work in perfect concert and symbiosis and make O a
dynamic, emotive and memorable abstract work.
6. Post-Production
Editing and compositing during the post-production phase was a very long
process. Unlike for my 2D work, Free Line, the 3D animation rendering process for O
became a significant factor that greatly slowed down post-production. I needed to render
all the scenes of animation with alpha channel because I used particle and fluid effects for
transformation and metamorphosis. Often after compositing and rendering a scene, I
would discover problems between the timing of the animation and the music. In each
case, I would then animate the sequence again and re-render it. I studied the music
hundreds of times over and I analyzed it in detail. I became very familiar with the music
and this made it much easier to edit the visuals to the music and create the image/music
composition. I worked on each of the many layers of a composite sequence and made
timing adjustments in relationship to musical events and expressions. Likewise, Chris
would alter the music to tighten the music relationship with the imagery. This was a
constant and progressive, back and forth working process that brought the images and the
music into an interdependent and uniquely expressive relationship in O .
7. Conclusion
O is an abstract and animated expression of Buddhist and Taoist ideals and
philosophies. The symbolism of abstract and geometric shapes and forms refers to Yin
and Yang and the Buddhist Circle ofLife between birth and death and between time and
space.
10
O , Circle ofLife, premiered in two performances of the ImageMovementSound
2004 Festival (Hartwell Hall at SUNY at Brockport and Ingle Auditorium at RIT). I
talked with several people about O after the screenings. The most frequent responses
parallel what one viewer said, "O is beautiful, and color, movement and music work
perfectly
together."
O, Circle ofLife, was a personally meaningful opportunity to give audiences an
'experience'
of Eastern ideals and philosophies using experimental 3D animation
techniques of abstract imagery and expressive music. This work was a tremendous
challenge, and it has allowed me to grow as an artist and as a skilled animator. O has
screened in several international film festivals and it has received several important
awards and recognitions.
I want to say, "Thank to my thesis chair, Stephanie Maxwell; to my thesis






Working Title: O (Circle of Life)
Producer: Keum-Taek Jung
Collaborator: Christopher Brakel (Eastman School of Music)
Genre: Abstract Animation




Format: DVCAM and DVD
1. Concept
Abstraction in animated expression to create an experience that conveys
the Eastern ideal of the Circle of Life between birth and death.
2. Background
Buddhist spiritual philosophy follows the concept that the Universe is the
creation of the human mind. This created Universe is the "human
world"
in
which we act out our earthly experiences. Taoist philosophy, in addition, requires
that we seek to achieve an understanding of this Universe by dedicating ourselves
to the intuitive experience of Nature. This is the fundamental guide for living
one's life. Taoists believe that the force of life comes from the purity of Nature.
Each human being thus lives to achieve self-fulfillment by achieving harmony
with Nature.
The eastern symbol of the cycle is representative of this Circle of Life. It
represents the principle
'
that there is no beginning and no end, and that the path
of life exists as a continuous process of change, growth and transformation as one
achieves a higher consciousness and awareness of his/her existence within this
progressive existence (Nature, Planets, and Universe).
3. Idea
O, Circle of Life, is an experimental animation combining geometrical
shapes and forms based on the concept of this Buddhist Circle of Life philosophy,
and the Taoist philosophy of Nature existing within the human mind. Image
transformation and interaction will be interwoven and balanced with a
musical/sound computer-generated score. The images of symbols and their
meanings will be explored through color, patterns, movement, and transformations.
Dynamic unions of these symbols in a spatial context of lightness and darkness
will be created to explore time and space. The art forms of Cubism and
Surrealism will be used as a jumping off point for visual stylistic inspirations of
this interpretative work.
4. Techniques & Processes
O, Circle of Life, is an animated/musical composition. A mix of 3D and
2D computer animation will be created using Maya 4.5, After Effects 5.5,
Premiere 6.0, Final Cut Pro 3.0, and Photoshop 7.0, and in particular 3D
computer animation will be used for objects and environments. The experimental
challenges will necessitate experimentation with techniques and processes to
discover the visual design expressions and work strategies.
This work is a collaborative work with Christopher Brakel, who is a
composer and graduate student at the Eastman School of Music's Computer Music
Center, and the sound will consist of music and sound effects. O , Circle of Life,
will, upon approval, also be included in the 8th Annual ImageMovementSound
Festival in April, 2004.
Working Title: O (Circle of Life)
Producer: Keum-Taek Jung
Collaborator: Christopher Brakel (Eastman School of Music)
Genre: Abstract Animation




Format: DVCAM and DVD
Reference
These are historical examples of the use of the circle in various expressions and
interpretations of Buddhist and Taoist philosophy.





























Chinese Yin/ Yan English Translstion of Yin/ Yan
Taoist Clock
(the twelve earthly branches with the meridian system)
Working Title: O (Circle of Life)
Producer: Keum-Taek Jung
Collaborator: Christopher Brakel (Eastman School of Music)
Genre: Abstract Animation




Format: DVCAM and DVD
Production Timeline
Idea Sketch April 27
Storyboard August 01




Second Discussion(Composer) December 16
Review of Rough Timing 17
Review Animation 20





Final Editing and Sound Mixing March 07




Working Title: O (Circle of Life)
Producer: Keum-Taek Jung
Collaborator: Christopher Brakel (Eastman School of Music)
Genre: Abstract Animation




Format: DVCAM and DVD
Budget Summary
Item Industry Cost Actual Cost






Contingency (10%) $10,474.00 $514.00
Total $115,214.00 $5654.00
Working Title: O (Circle of Life)
Producer: Keum-Taek Jung
Collaborator: Christopher Brakel (Eastman School of Music)
Genre: Abstract Animation




Format: DVCAM and DVD
Wages and Salaries
Item Rate QTY Industry Cost Actual Cost
Wages (above the line)
Producer Flat Rate $30,000.00 $0.00
Director Flat Rate $30,000.00 $0.00
Wages (below the line)
Lead Animtor $700.00/wk x 15 $10,500.00 $0.00
Modeler $500.00/wk x 10 $5000.00 $0.00
Texturing & Shader $500.00/wk x 10 $5000.00 $0.00
Compositor $500.00/wk x 5 $2500.00 $0.00
Editor
'
$500.00/wk x 5 $2500.00 $0.00
Music Composer $500.00/wk x 5 $2500.00 $0.00
Total $88,000.00 $0.00
Administration Cost
Item Rate QTY Industry Cost Actual Cost
Telephone $25.00/m x 12 $300.00 $300.00
Photocopy Misc. $100.00 $100.00
Postage Misc. $100.00 $100.00
Accounting $20.00/hour x 48 $960.00 $960.00
Overhead $200.00/mth x 12 $2400.00 $2400.00
Total $3860.00 $3860.00
Working Title: O (Circle of Life)
Producer: Keum-Taek Jung
Collaborator: Christopher Brakel (Eastman School of Music)
Genre: Abstract Animation




Format: DVCAM and DVD
Pre-Production
Item Rate QTY Industry Cost Actual Cost
Storyboard Artist $500.00/wk x 5 $2500.00 $0.00
Artist $500.00/wk x 5 $2500.00 $0.00
Recearch . $500.00/wk x 5 $2500.00 $0.00
Art Material Misc. $200.00 $200.00
Total $7700.00 $200.00
Production
Item Rate QTY Industry Cost Actual Cost
Travel $500.00/wk x 3 $1500.00 $200.00
Catering $500.00/wk x 1 $500.00 $100.00
Equipment Rental Misc. $1000.00 $100.00
Materials Misc. $500.00 $100.00
Total $3500.00 $500.00
Distribution
Item Rate QTY Industry Cost Actual Cost
DVD $3.00/disk x 10 $30.00 $30.00
DV/miniDV $10.00/tape x 15 $150.00 $150.00
Advertising Misc. $1000.00 $100.00
Festival Entry Fee Misc. $500.00 $300.00
Total $1680.00 $580.00
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Stills from Circle ofLife
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Appendix C
Still 01 from Circle of Life
Still 02 from Circle of Life
Appendix C
Still 03 from Circle of Life
Still 04 from Circle of Life
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Still 06 from Circle of Life
